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When will being different be ok? 

Too many we have lost to hate, race, 

war, terrorist, and indifference. Let’s 

UNITE in prayer and justice. 

The S.W.I.F.T. 

Chronicles 
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In this edition of S.W.I.F.T. we are looking at 
the ways in which we are embracing 
ourselves. We have honored our 
foremothers and women in our lives who 
have made an impact on who we are today. 
It is now time to highlight how we are 
embracing ourselves in the midst of difficult 
times. We are defining ourselves, reclaiming 
our voices and shaping our identities 
according to what we define as 
autobiographers of our lives. We are telling 
our truths. We are breathing life into our 
own experiences. We are the experts of our 
own experiences. Being a woman of African 
descent living in America right now in 2016 
is trying but at the same time there is so 
much opportunity to rewrite our narratives. 
We do not have to internalize other people’s 
narratives of who they “think” we are or how 
they “think” we should be. We are aware 
that many messengers deliver messages 
and not all messages need to be taken into 
consideration. It is vital to pay attention to 
the intention behind why a particular 
message is being sent. In this edition, the 
message is clear, we are embracing 
ourselves and the space we are in as the 
beautiful Black, Caribbean, and Afro-Latina 
women we are in this moment.  
 
Blessings,  
TiElla Grimes, Creative Founder  
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The Breakdown Before the Breakthrough 

by E.M. Thomas 

A few months ago, I was at a crossroads. 

Overwhelmed and stressed out, I had to 

force myself to shut down. I removed 

myself from every circle I could think of—

from family to friends. I found myself at a 

lost. Stuck in self-pity and wallowing in the 

depths of self-hatred—my faith was 

struggling. Self-Judgment and self-

criticism are the worst enemies I keep too 

close. Finding love within myself and for 

myself is so damn difficult. Connecting 

with the idea of hope while in that space 

seemed like a waste of energy. Every area 

of my life at that point was crashing in on 

me. 

I was at a job that I was growing to dislike 

and found my creative self-suffocating. I 

am a writer who struggles to find her voice 

in her writings—too busy thinking about 

how others will perceive my work hence 

not writing at all. I found procrastination all 

too comforting and perfection drilling at 

the walls of my mind to do something. The 

inner voice I was listening to was indeed 

my own devil. I was and still am in a love-

hate relationship with myself and it 

torments my internal to be in a place in 

which I have control over changing but 

stuck in due to a lesson I have yet to learn. 

Not listening to your Higher Self can cause 

you a great deal of inner turmoil. 

On May 30
th

, 2016, I had a breakdown. My 

devil side crept up and had taken over. 

When they say take your problems to God, 

I took it to God indeed. Although it 

probably wasn’t in the manner in which 

anyone would expect, I had to express the 

anger and frustration about the space I was 

in. I wanted to know when an answer was 

going to arrive. I wanted to know what the 

hell was I doing wrong. I wanted to know 

what I was not listening to. I wanted to 

understand when this inner storm would be 

over. I wanted to know why do I feel the 

way I feel about myself. I wanted to know 

everything and anything that would help 

me to get out of the funk I was in. Talk 

about rock bottom—I saw the spikes and 

fire within me. When I looked into the 

mirror, I didn’t recognize who the person 

was staring back at me. 

By the time I was done crying and 

shouting, I was exhausted. The anger that I 

had felt had subsided. I was beginning to 

feel the calm settle within. As I sat in 

silence, I just breathed. Silence actually felt 

good for a first time in a long time. 

As I reflected over the next couple of days, 

things started to become clearer. I felt I 

had broken through that dark cloud that 

was hanging over me. A door of 

opportunity opened and I was able to 

obtain a position that is right for me. I am 

becoming more mindful of the space I am 

in and recognizing what triggers my 

anxiety. I am also learning that I have a 

circle of support that I can reach out to that 

I’ve been under utilizing and am learning to 

call on those people when feeling low. I am 

working on finding the courage to write 

again. This piece is a start to writing 

authentically. Consistently will hopefully 

come soon. Self-love is an ongoing process 

for me. I am learning day by day that it is 

important for me to find the positive in 

each step that I take. No matter how 

imperfect, I am learning that I need to 

embrace those steps. Nothing happens 

overnight. There are no benefits to being 

so hard on yourself that it becomes difficult 

to be loving towards yourself. No benefits 

whatsoever. 

This journey that I am on cannot be rushed. 

I must have patience not only with my 

process but with myself. I have to embrace 

that I am going to make mistakes and it’s 

ok. Making mistakes is a part of the 

growing process. If I was perfect, there 

would be nothing to learn. Besides, 

perfection is nothing but an illusion that 

only leave people running in circles like a 

hamster. And frankly I’m tired of running. 

I’ve been running from away from myself 

for the longest. To break a habit takes 

time. I have been addicted to operating the 

way I have for quite some time. To finally 

decide to give myself permission to do 

something different is a major risk for me. 

But breaking down highlighted something 

very important for me, I am in the right 

space at the right moment. I need to 

embrace that. I need to own that. I need to 

know that growth requires change and 

there’s always going to be a challenge in 

change. 

I can only take it one breathe at a time. 

Instead of being my own worst enemy, I 

am learning how to become a loving best 

friend. 

 

. 
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You Ain’t No SHERO 
There is strength in my struggle 

The strain from long days  

Forces me lean on my faith 

 Harder through the nights 

Often I feel my chest tightening  

Stressing over my family’s well-being 

Stuck in my own unhealthy habits  

Being Ms. Fixer, trying to make everything right 

I’m no super-shero, nor am I a savior 

Learning to accept what I can’t change 

Fighting to free my soul of worry 

Taking the chains off before I lose it all 

-S.Auguste 
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Harmonic Beauty© Artist; Junior  1 

One Woman 
by mYia & Bryna (Suquamish Nation) in Seattle   mYia building; with the Village 

 

One woman 

alone on a journey 

a journey to find self 

a journey to get justice 

a matchstick with a passion 

 

This woman questioned Webster's  

Mother ~ Maidservant ~ Wife 

Her Mirror revealed 

An evolving atmospheric Essence of 

WOMAN 

Warmth ~ Overstanding ~ Magnificent ~ Ally 

~ Nurturer 

 

A Black Afrikan Mother 

sheltered me in her arms 

She taught me about genuine, undying love 

and I feared no harm 

 

Queen Mother, Friend and Master Teacher 

taught me to Breathe ~ the right way 

The Mother/Father Creator 

will hold you up 

is what she'd always say 

 

A Sister-Friend 

sparked a revolution 

and we became comrades in our evolution 

she said, 

"FEAR is an illusion 

for you a Blackstone Onyx 

Let FREEDOM, a Black WomYn RING!" 

 

The way got dark 

and JAH sent me a boat 

Oh No! 

The water began to overtake me 

STOP! Breathe… 

 

My divine indigenous twin 

pulled me into her canoe 

"have NO FEAR 

We got you" 

 

My political sister-moms 

on the frontlines, behind the enemy lines  

you know who you are 

your undying revolutionary love 

Globalized SOLIDARITY 

 

WomYn of Christ reminded me 

that although the weapon is formed 

it will not prosper 

 

WomYn of Allah whispered 

in my left ear ~ Fear Not!! 

El-Shaddai 

more than enough 

 

WomYn of Buddha calmly 

whispered in my right ear 

Nam Myoho Renge Kyo 

 

WomYn of Rastafari 

reflected with me 

although they say 

LIONESS will devour all 

who aim to harm her cubs 

 

WomYn of Yoruba saw 

The GOD-esque in me 

They told me to RIZE 

and look at what they see 

 

The Seedz  

Birthed or Appointed 

reminded me that 

although the way seems dark 

we taught them how to bring the FIRE 

 

The girl-child of my womb 

Gentle Warrior Princess 

lovingly spoke life to me 

"Mommy...faith as small 

as a mustard seed can move mountains" 

My heart and soul smiled ~ YES! 

Our Children – Rising 

 

In 1999, I, emerged 

As a young woman  

sheep among wolves 

seeking ~ wanting ~ challenging 

the definition of WOMAN 

Spirit kept me still 

And awakened the LIONESS within  

 

TODAY 

I Rise a WomYn 

surrounded by WomYn 

Warrior: Overstanding: Magnificent: YOU: 

Nurturer 

 

The Elders in front 

gracefully blazed the path 

My SISTERZ on the left 

My MOMZ on the right 

 

Dawn of a New Day 

We Embrace the sunRIZE 

WOMAN -2- WOMYN 

Speak Truth to the Power of WomYnhood 

Speak Truth to the Power of Sisterhood 

Our journey continues... 

 

AMANDLA! AMANDLA!! AMANDLA!!! 
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When I finally became an adult, I saw how 
similar I was to this queen. When moments 
of adversity would come my way, I saw 
how quickly I would become so annoyed at 
the situation that the only way to get it off 
my mind was to resolve it. When 
relationships I once had begun to dissolve 
or get messy, I saw how mature I was to be 
okay with letting it go on good terms and 
being sure to listen to my inner voice. And 
when it came to situations where I felt 
overwhelmed, I saw how okay I was with 
saving the drama for my lashes and not 
being ashamed to cry, feel human and seek 
help if I needed it. All of these 
characteristics I gained from my mother. 
The last one particularly, of being okay to 
show emotions is one I’ve recently come to 
terms with. During my college career, I saw 

how depression affected my mother. The 
rollercoaster of emotions were real and for 
the first time in my life I witnessed my hero 
fall down. It was odd because I would often 
selfishly think to myself how come she 
couldn’t be strong? She was strong when 
she came to America as an immigrant. She 
was strong when she battled domestic 
abuse. She was strong during her seven 
surgeries. She was strong as a single 
mother for all of my life and she’s been 
strong since the day she was born. So why 
couldn’t she be strong this time, when I 
didn’t feel comfortable seeing her be 
anything but the adjective she portrayed so 
well? Mental health is so beyond important 
and often times, especially in the black 
community, we see it as a sign of 
weakness. No one wants to be labeled as 

crazy. No one wants others to know they 
take prescription drugs for mental health. 
No one wants to be seen as a fragile being. 
But the sad reality is, there are many of us 
that are suffering and suffocating from not 
feeling free to heal ourselves. Too often, 
when it comes to seeking aide, we can’t 
find that support in our own communities 
and sadly our own homes. We have to 
change that! The realty of seeing the 
different stages of depression and having a 
fear that I could one day lose my hero was 
importantly it reminded me that having 
this perception to always feel strong and  

. 

  

Photo taken, edited 

and produced by 

Dalhia A. Frederick  

What is love? 

What is love when 

the right to protect 

gives you the right to 

take another life 

without 

consequence? 

What is love? 

What is love when we 

have lost sight of 

what love is to one 

another? 

What is love? 

~Dalhia A. Frederick 

Photo Elements:  

4
th

 of July Sparkler 

(2016) 
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Stillness is not Weakness 
By: Juliet Ramirez 

Before I begin to share, I express gratitude to the Most High for giving me another day. 

Another day to try. Another day to accomplish my goals. And another day to breathe! I 

have been trying to make meaning of my experiences these past few months and have 

spent hours going in circles trying to put pieces of my life together. However, I am 

practicing how to let things flow, and to not overthink and overanalyze (which is nearly 

impossible when you eat, breathe, sleep social science). Internal conflict. I recently 

moved into my own apartment earlier this month. Although I’ve been mentally and 

financially preparing for the move, I did not consider the emotional state I was in. 

Uncertain of where these feelings were coming from, I automatically pointed the finger 

towards others for my lack of confidence, fear, hurt, and pain. First, I pointed towards 

my mother, then my partner, and then I ran out of fingers to point. Even though others 

may have contributed to some of these feelings, I was too busy neglecting the real 

issues—not having time for myself. I have been journaling lately, every morning, setting 

my intentions for the day. I have also been writing in my journal the things I wish to 

release and the things I wish to embrace. I started in April and have been going steady 

since, loving the process. Journaling daily gives me the space to write freely and re-

develop that voice that went missing when I started succeeding in what I once thought 

was “life”. Coming from a culturally rich but financially poor family, I have a hard time 

figuring out where I belong most of the times which is not necessarily a new experience. 

I moved to Massachusetts in July of 2013 to pursue my Masters in Education right after 

completing my Bachelor’s Degree. Within the course of 3 years, I moved 5 times to 

different towns (North Andover, Lawrence, Watertown, West Roxbury). I don’t know 

about you but packing and unpacking and repacking takes a lot of energy and it was not 

until preparing for this move I realized that I have been in constant movement. All that 

time passed and I did not take a moment to pause and embrace the changes. Now, it is 

time for me to be still in the moment and be alive. As I settle into my new space, I look 

forward to spending this summer with myself reflecting and celebrating my growth. It’s 

time to give myself FULL attention. 

 

  

Adaptive Rebuttal to 
Langston Hughes 
“Dreams Deferred” 

 

This is what happens to dreams deferred 

A smile with a shine as bright as a star 

Shriveled and flat like a trampled raisin 

Sore, a fresh wound scabbed over 

Stiffened like a corpse 

The rigor mortis of life’s continually deaths 

The funk of disappointment 

Bad taste on the tip of the tongue 

Once the firearm is discharged it can’t be undone 

Mom, may you always find peace and may you always find joy. 

Sincerely, 

Shana Auguste 
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No Risks 
by Shana Auguste 

Looking out the window 

I see what I won’t reach 

Living behind a gated screen 

Learning but, never able to teach 

To teach you have to take the lead 

I’m a safe player, always on a team 

I depend on other’s experiences 

Sharing them as if they were my own 

But, no one wants to hear the story from someone who always stays home 

Same four walls, a boring setting 

Nothing risky, yet always steady 

Steady dreaming of all the places I’ll never see 

People I’d met, and a self I will never be 

The only thing I can guarantee 

I won’t dream big 

I’ll always be sensible 

The current facts of my reality 

A double edged nightmare 

I don’t feel safe without security. 

  

IF YOU WOULD LIKE YOUR 

ART, POETRY, OR 

PHOTOGRAPHY TO BE 

FEATURED IN OUR BI-

MONTHLY NEWSLETTER. LET 

US KNOW. 
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Can You?  
by. Dalhia A. Frederick 

Can you? 

Listen to my cries and hear all my truth from my tears. 

Listen to my secrets and forever hold them near. 

Listen to my voice as it leaves me like music that fills the air. 

Can you? 

 Remember me as I will remember you? 

 Can you? 

   Hold me and steer into my eyes and see yourself in my soul. 

   Admire my being,  

Admire what I am,  

Admire what I am not,  

Admire what we are together. 

   Can you? 

Just hold me? 

    Hold me as if there is no time in existence 

    Hold me till your arms get weak 

    Hold me till your heart is no longer strong 

    Hold me up because in this moment….it’s all I need 

Can you love me even after your heart stops beating? 

I’m tired of asking so can you just, 

Hold me until my body goes limp, 

  Till my soul no longer resides 

  Till my last breath is exhaled 

  Till you can’t remember how we got here 

  Till my face is just as blue 

 and  

all you’re left with is …… my memories, while they try to tarnish all that was left of me. 

Can you? 
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Asian Festival at 

Hancock street 

in Quincy 

Center. (Free) 

21  
 

8  

Gospel Fest at 

City Hall Plaza. 
(Free) 

 Free concerts at the 

Hatch Shell & Central 

Library Courtyard.  

Look up which one 

interest you.  

(Free) Aug. 3 -31. 

19  Happy Birthday 

Dalhia!!!! 

27  Chinatown 

Festival (Free) 

Caribbean 

Festival. (Free) 

Begins Warren St/ & MLK 

Bld and ends in Franklin 

Park. 
Comedy about      

Matt Damon at     

Davis Square Theatre. 

($10) Aug. 26 - 27 

23  Children’s 

Festival (10am 

to 1pm) at 

Franklin Park 

Zoo (Free) 

Family films 

outdoors on 

mayor Walsh’s 

Movie Nights. 
(Free) Aug. 8 – Sept. 23. 

26  

30  Boston Red Sox 

V.s. Tampa Bay 

Rays 7:1pm at 

Fenway Park ($21- 

$736 per Ticket) 

 

All event can be viewed and 

researched on 
www.everts12.com/boston/august/ 

& 

www.boston-discovery-guide.com 

 

3  

31  Women’s Soccer 

Boston Breakers 

Play at Harvard 

University. ($10) 

7 

  

Calendar 

Boston Jazz 

Fest. (Free) South 

Boston Maritime Park. 

http://www.everts12.com/boston/august/
http://www.boston-discovery-guide.com/

